NIP's personal political news CRAP thread.
Part # 1

Nobody in Particular
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/02/2012 12:07 PM

Re: NIP's personal political news CRAP thread.
I just listened to some dork announce on CNN that we went into AFghanistan to get bin Ladin and
we got him!
OK we destroyed a whole country and its people to do that? And then of course we have the LIE
that they got him in PAKISTAN all these years later.
And awhile back Newt said we would build a base on the MOON and it would be an American
base. Well we shall have to see what the residents of the moon have to say about that one. We
are not very welcome there. They took out that silly thing we sent there a couple years or so ago
to prove there is "water" on it. Well there is water, there are in fact man made lakes and trees on
the surface of the moon and enough air that we only need a little more from an oxygen tank to
breathe on the surface. The folks living under the surface all the oxygen and water and plants they
need.
feel free to post any other stupid statement uttered on CNN et all here. Not really a discussion
thread, its that I have longed though I should write down some of this shit, so here's the place.
and now Obama is talking about his christian path he walks, really?
---------------------------------The most important teaching of Jesus left out of your bible:
His Father is also YOUR Father, thus you are a Son of God. Your Father is WITHIN YOU.
The worse teaching is "hell" Here is the correct version: "Hell" is prison wards like this planet and
times up for the prisoners. Truly here is what HELLFIRE is supposed to mean, which shows the
corruption by the "devils" occupying this world. HavingEverLastingLife
FieryIntelligenceReasonatingForever. HELL FIRE dear ones is eternal life in glory, not dungeons.
Remember, your devils will always LIE. And give you beliefs that are not so. Beliefs are not facts.
However, do seriously work in that FIERY Intelligence, for being fools will not serve you or God
very well. [link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS a GLOBAL organization.
--------------------------------tonguetied
User ID: 1137351
United States
02/02/2012 12:15 PM
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Have you heard the one about that Urantia crap?
Quoting: danwa
bug off!!
tonguetied
User ID: 1137351
United States
02/02/2012 12:28 PM

I just listened to some dork announce on CNN that we went into AFghanistan to get bin Ladin and
we got him!
OK we destroyed a whole country and its people to do that? And then of course we have the LIE
that they got him in PAKISTAN all these years later.
And awhile back Newt said we would build a base on the MOON and it would be an American
base. Well we shall have to see what the residents of the moon have to say about that one. We
are not very welcome there. They took out that silly thing we sent there a couple years or so ago
to prove there is "water" on it. Well there is water, there are in fact man made lakes and trees on
the surface of the moon and enough air that we only need a little more from an oxygen tank to
breathe on the surface. The folks living under the surface all the oxygen and water and plants they
need.
fel fre to post any other stupid statement uttered on CNN et all here. Not really a discussion
thread, its that I have longed though I should write down some of this shit, so here's the place.
and now Obama is talking about his christian path he walks, really?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

totally!! i really have to...uhm...limit the amount of this type of bull shit i let into my system.
all of it; what you're talking about here, politics etc is beyond my comprehension really of how
much f'in bs it all is. no wonder we are all but the laughing stock of the universe.
these people make me sick. and i feel sorry for their souls, i really do, because they are such an
abomination and such a joke that anymore i am ashamed to be part of the human race.
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and if i hear once more using God to justify this or that, and as leverage for furthering their own
dumb ass egotistical agenda.....fuckin A!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/02/2012 12:48 PM

Now apparently something crashed in some state last night. CNN just announced it was NOT a
UFO but perhaps a meteor. WEll if they KNOW its NOT a UFO, then they must have gone to site
to KNOW that, so how come they can post that maybe it was a meteor?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1105272
United States
02/02/2012 12:52 PM
you are a TV watcher? intresting...
Ive been reading wingmaker threads and have read some of your posts on them. fascinating stuff
but not sure if its for me.

you sure seem sure of everything LOL

me? sure of nothing but starting to think its all in the mind (Literally) and thats why there is so
many wild stories to chase.
Im about ready to quit but since its all in the mind that seems to be the subject to study most.
ShillsRUs
User ID: 9870289
United States
02/02/2012 01:19 PM
Hey NIP, are you on the passenger manifest for the Galatic Federation mothership pickup this
weekend? Just curious if I will get a firsthand view of a U.F.O. in Colorado on Saturday.
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danwa
User ID: 1522311
United States
02/02/2012 01:31 PM
Have you heard the one about that Urantia crap?
Quoting: danwa

bug off!!
Quoting: tonguetied

don't be hating on me, it was just a joke.
tonguetied
User ID: 1137351
United States
02/02/2012 01:35 PM

Have you heard the one about that Urantia crap?
Quoting: danwa

bug off!!
Quoting: tonguetied

don't be hating on me, it was just a joke.
Quoting: danwa

i sorry.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/02/2012 02:46 PM
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well the Obama religion stuff continues, spouting the crap about his finding Jesus. This is terrible,
Not sure what the game is right now. Apparently he has to be a government prayer session And
which of the OBAMI made the statement today, and in previous times. Game going on, not sure
what it is yet.
BRIEF
Rebel with morals
User ID: 381742
United States
02/02/2012 02:48 PM

Well, have you seen Osama since his "death"?
A: Guns have only two enemies rust and politicians.
B: Its always better to be judged by 12 than carried by 6.
C: Cops carry guns to protect themselves, not you.
D: Never let someone or something that threatens you get inside arms length.
E: Never say "Ive got a gun." If you need to use deadly force, the first sound they hear should be
the safety clicking off.
F: The average response time of a 911 call is 23 minutes, the response time of a .357 is 1400 feet
per second.
G: The most important rule in a gunfight is: Always win - cheat if necessary.
H: Make your attacker advance through a wall of bullets . . . You may get killed with your own gun,
but he'll have to beat you to death with it, cause it'll be empty.
I: If you're in a gun fight:
1/ If you're not shooting, you should be loading.
2/ If you're not loading, you should be movin,
3/ If you're not movin', you're dead.
J: In a life and death situation, do something . . . It may be wrong, but do something!
K: If you carry a gun, people call you paranoid. Nonsense! If you have a gun, what do you have to
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be paranoid about?
L: You can say 'stop' or 'alto' or any other word, but a large bore muzzle pointed at someone's
head is pretty much a universal language.
M: You cannot save the planet, but you may be able to save yourself and your family.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/02/2012 02:52 PM

Well, have you seen Osama since his "death"?
Quoting: BRIEF

no but I am pretty sure that Obama has occasionally acted as Osama and I am pretty sure John
King did too.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/02/2012 05:37 PM

Oh my, the "majority" of Americans view the many Obami as ethical and moral. REALLY?
Well I guess this trying to sanitize these various Obami "men" is behind all the good christian shit
on CNN today. Sorry Christians, but you ones will never make truth out of lies. OK. This is
bastardizing your religion.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/02/2012 05:42 PM

Oh boy sometime this spring the Israelis will attack Iran this spring says Panetta. Before Iran can
protect themselves. Oh holy shit, so watch the game, no wonder the Obami must look like a good
christian. for christian support of genocide, will it happen again, I suspect so, for our christians
continue to support genocide . We are after all still committing such all over the middle east. Syria
is big today, for, well I didn't get that story written yet, I wasn't close to here, and can't fully
remember, but it will come. oh it premature for the poor ole US of A to attack yet. Premature for
what? for april may or june for the Israel attack.
Oh now I remember a small tidbit on Syria, they were discussing that our point there must not be
oil, they don't have any. Well they do have land that the Khazar Zionists want to complete what is
see is the real "Israel" of olden times, but these ones were never from there is the first place, they
started in MONGOLIA which is long way from this little area of today and of 2000 years ago. But
Syria must have something more they want too.
This is a series of posts I archived recently in one of my threads.
[link to www.gilad.co.uk] Christians who support Israel, read and weep. I own a copy of this film
and it's pretty good. You were hoodwinked by this man, Scofied. get your history right and you
won't be such stooges for "Israel."
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

This is a post I just made in this thread: Thread: OMG!! Horrifying video of what a nuclear attack
on Israel may look like (Page 6)
Quoting: *Gaia*

So now you know what its like to live in Palestine.
Personally I have no feelings for Israel if this is what becomes of them. They have NEVER tried to
co-exist in the middle east, so what goes around comes around.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8539444

They will never "try" that. Their goal is to occupy a large area of the middle east . I was given the
borders they want and then later I came across a map that matched pretty well, but I lost the linky
on a murdered computer.
well, Just did a google search, this image is close but not complete. [link to www.google.com]
the line across saudi arabia starts with kuwait included and it also includes cyprus and a chunk of
turkey, from north of cyprus going up thru Arapkir and Mount Dag then down to the headwaters of
the tigris.
The western border within egypt is Alexandria, they want that too. now look back at the arab
spring in Egypt last year, I think that was the area they want and part of the reason to expel the
leader.
[link to britam.org] Ok this map includes cyprus, but not alexandria and while it includes a lot of
Turkey, what they want is less than that, and the eastern border does not go all the way to the
Tigris. but the southern border is pretty right on. So watch your political scenes and review what
you have seen as to the territorial conquests going on. Mind you, these borders date back to
biblical days but those occupying "Israel" right now, were never ever from there. The khazars had
their initial origins in MONGOLIA people, then they were forced west to western russia, eastern
Europe etc. these were never the hebrews, semites, or judeans, EVER. The khazars adopted the
belief system of the talmud, a very nasty book and set of beliefs, in 700+ AD and then created the
name "jewish" for themselves in 1700+ AD and then they went and changed the bible so all of you
Christian Zionists could be motivated to accept them as the people of thousand on years ago in
the middle east. It has worked well, hasn't it?????? Now you better go study Scofield, and his
bible, because he was the antichrist plant into christianity to get YOU to buy into the story as
presented now.
read about him here, although there are better resource, but the truth is in the box on that page.
[link to www.jesus-is-savior.com]
Scofield was setting this up in the late 1880's on into the his death around 1920. You Christian
Zionists have been screwed into supporting the Antichrist you keep expecting to return, and he
has been already on this earth for a very long time, thru those from heaven who fell and the
galactic thugs, 10 billion imprisoned on this world and continuously recycling here.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/04/2012 05:05 PM
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well I missed most of the cnn piece, just came in from walk but apparently Russia would NOT
support US hegemony in syria. Image why.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/07/2012 02:45 PM

I don't know who it was, but CNN had a guy on with a rather direct statement to Syria, basically
saying you will stand aside so we can have our way there. Perhaps all this Iran attack stuff is
covering up what we are helping Israel do in Syria. Syria IS on the list of ancients lands to be
supposedly "reclaimed" for Israel, but these one reclaiming ancient "israel" were never ever from
their to be able to reclaim it , in the first place.
[link to britam.org] scroll down to map. Very accurate, except a bit much of Turkey is on it, they
just want the southwest corner, and they want the ground all the way to the Tigris. Now compare
this to the war activities in the region, going back to the quest for the Sinai, and the recent efforts
in Egypt again. OH, the want Alexandria in Egypt.
I have the desired borders traced as given to me by Michael of Nebadon a few years ago. This is
currently the closest map I can find on the net. I had a closer one once, but I have lost the linky.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/07/2012 06:09 PM
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although there is no video yet on my above commentary with that man, there is this. [link to
www.cnn.com]
This is a US of A based regime change.
BRIEF
Rebel with morals
User ID: 9859701
United States
02/07/2012 07:53 PM

What news source do you consider the least or no propaganda?
A: Guns have only two enemies rust and politicians.
B: Its always better to be judged by 12 than carried by 6.
C: Cops carry guns to protect themselves, not you.
D: Never let someone or something that threatens you get inside arms length.
E: Never say "Ive got a gun." If you need to use deadly force, the first sound they hear should be
the safety clicking off.
F: The average response time of a 911 call is 23 minutes, the response time of a .357 is 1400 feet
per second.
G: The most important rule in a gunfight is: Always win - cheat if necessary.
H: Make your attacker advance through a wall of bullets . . . You may get killed with your own gun,
but he'll have to beat you to death with it, cause it'll be empty.
I: If you're in a gun fight:
1/ If you're not shooting, you should be loading.
2/ If you're not loading, you should be movin,
3/ If you're not movin', you're dead.
J: In a life and death situation, do something . . . It may be wrong, but do something!
K: If you carry a gun, people call you paranoid. Nonsense! If you have a gun, what do you have to
be paranoid about?
L: You can say 'stop' or 'alto' or any other word, but a large bore muzzle pointed at someone's
head is pretty much a universal language.
M: You cannot save the planet, but you may be able to save yourself and your family.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/07/2012 08:45 PM

What news source do you consider the least or no propaganda?
Quoting: BRIEF

None of them are propaganda free that I see. You have to often read between the lines. The
propaganda coming up is that others not the US of A are involved in Syria, my above link justifies
my opinion, I think anyway! We do not have a free press and while there are good alternatives on
the net, often they too see thru the eyes of inexperience and some are out and out fraudulent.
Just read and ponder. The Khazars want syria. They are setting up a conflagration with Russia
and China. Russia is more an angel than China, but China is being slowly taken over by the really
old Asian ancestor race (here for over 1 million years now) and will hopefully do good, as that old
knowledge and old souls make their return.
Cayce was right, Russia would come out of the Khazar doldrums, and regain her light and then
some. This I know within too. I know some folks that are very good at what they do, and who have
met Putin and find him a highly advanced old crafty soul that knows his shit and is setting things
right, as best as possible. He is outthinking a lot of the world elite.

Tis a wondrous time though to grow the mind thru the observation of the games.
ponder what is on the news in a state of peace and quiet and the Father Within will help you out in
the perception.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/15/2012 12:23 AM
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well the staged passing of destroyer war ships and an aircraft carrier thru Hormuz today, with
reporters on board, and a terrible piece in my email from Stratfor which is not yet on Stratfor full of
Al Cia Duh propaganda. Thus I cannot post a linky yet to that one.
The coverage I watched on the Hormuz passing was on ABC evening news. I forgot to check
CNN. Thug dead set on setting up the propaganda for their war on Iran though. Why don't you
christians discuss this stuff on Sundays in your services, or maybe just before you sing your
worship to the Lord? Or perhaps afterwards to bring you back down to REALITY.
You are saved by your own desire to have eternal life and grow in the ways of God and not any
other way. God gives you a lot of time to acquire wisdom before you make your final decision and
fuse/merge with the Father Fragment within your mind/soul. Jesus taught the reincarnation of the
soul to grow in wisdom and grace. It was left out of your bible on purpose. Where is your
WISDOM? Your GRACE? Your respect for LIFE? Not much present yet anyway on this world.
Where is your love of LIFE? Missing, if its OK to have the genocide going on in the Middle East.
Being written in the Book of LIFE means making the final decision to Serve the Will of the Father
and Become LIKE him. The process of Fusion/merger with the Father Fragment makes you an
actual Son of the Father, where by before then, over the ages of wisdom attainment you were a
FAITH SON. The harvest of REAL SONS from this world is rather small, and most will be moving
on to try again elsewhere. You are not ready to graduate to the higher ways. This graduation is
EARNED.
Introduction to Christ Michael of Nebadon: [link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/15/2012 11:55 AM
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well Stratfor finally has the piece I mentioned that came in my mail yesterday up. Great place to
watch the propaganda.
[link to www.stratfor.com]
One paragraph within the article:
Al Qaeda's long-term goal has been to oust Arab governments to facilitate the return of a
transnational caliphate. Its tactics have involved mainly terrorism intended to cause U.S.
intervention in the region. Al Qaeda has hoped such interventions would in turn incite popular
uprisings that would bring down the Arab regimes, opening the way for the jihadists to eventually
take power. But the jihadist network's efforts have failed and they have remained a marginal
player in the Arab world. By addressing Syria, al Qaeda hopes to tap into the past year of Arab
unrest, a movement in which it played little to no part.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/21/2012 11:47 AM

well one of the Obami is talking up his arse on tv right now, and just informed us that if congress
does not act, he and Joe will. Who is JOE?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/23/2012 03:12 PM

ooooooo. Syria now has a huge stash of "chemical weapons" that of course "the Obami " may
have to babysit.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
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02/23/2012 11:08 PM

well they have ex mayor Gulliani, saying this dumb president needs to bomb Iran.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
02/24/2012 06:02 PM
well one of the Obami is talking up his arse on tv right now, and just informed us that if congress
does not act, he and Joe will. Who is JOE?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Good question.
Joe Biden?
Joe Lieberman?
is there really any difference?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/24/2012 10:59 PM

well one of the Obami is talking up his arse on tv right now, and just informed us that if congress
does not act, he and Joe will. Who is JOE?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Good question.
Joe Biden?
Joe Lieberman?
is there really any difference?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203
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don't know, maybe he thinks the common Joe will come forth. I don't know if it meant anything.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/07/2012 08:16 PM

well McCain is on making everyone feel quilty if we don't go intervene in Syria to cure the problem
we created. history will look so bad......
Evolving_Enigma
User ID: 11797767
United States
03/07/2012 11:50 PM

NIP thread...karma for you.

In all seriousness I would love to know a few of your sources...
Anyway I will 5-star ya NIP.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/08/2012 02:02 AM
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NIP thread...karma for you.

In all seriousness I would love to know a few of your sources...
Anyway I will 5-star ya NIP.
Quoting: Evolving_Enigma

some of them are "up there" some of them are on the ground. I have some media and military that
cannot be revealed for their health and jobs, and for the monetary issues, folks of the now defunct
OITC for example. David Right, while of star fleet and not born of woman, walks this planet in a
reproducing human body and has a young daughter born of this world the normal way with his
wife.
I made this thread most to put the silly stuff on tv etc into.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/08/2012 02:17 AM

boring
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1165953

it wasn't meant to entertain you, its a personal thing if I desire to put the stupid shit on TV into it.
actually I put a well written post on news of a cia front site, on here and it didn't post, I guess that
site isn't permitted or I hit the cancel button by mistake and lost it myself. From the same site
mentioned earlier in this thread. I didn't want to put effort into it again, I should have saved it to my
clipboard, before posting.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
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United States
03/08/2012 09:31 AM

Somebody made a 2 hr MOVIE about Sarah Palin, whatever for? Its on CNN this morning. What a
world.... I don't know whether to laugh or cry.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12225802
United States
03/12/2012 02:57 PM
Is the war in Afghanistan almost over?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/12/2012 03:03 PM

Is the war in Afghanistan almost over?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12225802

I don't think so. Seems to be a lot of CIA type black ops projects still.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/18/2012 04:36 PM
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well the "news" was so bad this week, I could not pay enough attention to even want to post
something here. the "politics", the empty words about nothing.............. How many times to Obama
say nothing, and all the rest? I can't even figure out WHO the elite are planning on being president
this year, the rhetoric is so incredibly empty.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/20/2012 09:22 AM

Oh the "democratic party of the working people"???/ just heard that on CNN over some bill
somebody is seeking support of..... There is no party of the working people, nor should their be
actually, there should be exactly NO PARTIES. It is the party system that has destroyed this
country, it always destroys countries, by destroying unity of the people.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/20/2012 09:22 AM

Oh the "democratic party of the working people"???/ just heard that on CNN over some bill
somebody is seeking support of..... There is no party of the working people, nor should their be
actually, there should be exactly NO PARTIES. It is the party system that has destroyed this
country, it always destroys countries, by destroying unity of the people.
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HANGFIRE
not sure
User ID: 12225802
United States
03/20/2012 09:31 AM

Now apparently something crashed in some state last night. CNN just announced it was NOT a
UFO but perhaps a meteor. WEll if they KNOW its NOT a UFO, then they must have gone to site
to KNOW that, so how come they can post that maybe it was a meteor?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hey NIP-good job on the GLPVC the other night. Do you have any infor on the star-gate that is
supposed to be under the Denver airport?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/20/2012 09:43 AM

Now apparently something crashed in some state last night. CNN just announced it was NOT a
UFO but perhaps a meteor. WEll if they KNOW its NOT a UFO, then they must have gone to site
to KNOW that, so how come they can post that maybe it was a meteor?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hey NIP-good job on the GLPVC the other night. Do you have any infor on the star-gate that is
supposed to be under the Denver airport?
Quoting: HANGFIRE

no star gate there. It WAS the base the NWO intended to rule the world from during the earth
changes though. Britain et all had been building hugely in colorado over that idea. Its no longer
available to the for that purpose. There are not yet truly open star gates/portals on this world to
other dimensions or other planets for that matter, our DNA is not where it could use them anyway.
the rest of the local creations do not want man of earth yet to have gates or portals to their places.
The magnetosphere is a fence, as well as the heliosphere, to energy travel at this time. This does
not prevent others from coming, it prevents man from leaving. Lets say they exist, with one way
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doors except to those who can travel them. The denver underground was built with carrots offered
to accomplish that, because this area will survive the earth changes, but of course the winds of
such are going to damage the surface structures a great deal.
These underground areas are to be used by Man and God in the coming times. Planet still has to
be evacuated at this point however. They decided to get a lot of change over with quickly, and
even the inner earth, including Nebadon's base under Nepal in the Himalayas, has been
evacuated. These ones depend,, still on oxygen which is going to be in very short supply for a
time.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/20/2012 10:37 AM

ok on Santorum, or whatever the spelling is, he was not alienate the male voter over PORN
control? Also some preacher on, related somehow to Santorum, said we do not worship allah, nor
mohammed, nor buddha et all, we worship god and we worship his son Jesus. Jesus never
requested worship, he said it went to the creation and the Father, NOT HIM. Even Michael of
Nebadon, and he who has seen the Creator Son has seen the Father, does not demand this sort
of worship.
Religion is your personal relation ship with the Father WITHIN your MINDS, and ones see that
NOT yet at all. Most of the "god worship " in Christianity, is worship of the darkness actually.
Jesus never created such a religion as this supposedly founded in his name. And this religion is
probably more destructive to progress on this world than the ones listed by the cleric above. I
have heard many who have spent time in the middle east or amongst muslims in Europe, say they
are much closer to the ideas of cosmic man than Christians, who yet have no concept of the
cosmic mind.
I was saddened by the brief bit I heard on CNN above, both the minister and the person talking
about santorum and how he must not go after Porn, out of alienation of male porn lovers. How
sick is that?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/21/2012 08:49 PM
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Re: NIP's personal political news thread.
CNN showed video today, and I did not take notes but I know I have seen that video in the distant
past, being used over again. I just want to note it here, it was from syria or something, but this was
OLD afghanistan video. some ones with good memory should watch for re used footage to create
more dissent with.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 03/21/2012 08:50 PM
You are saved by your own desire to have eternal life and grow in the ways of God and not any
other way. God gives you a lot of time to acquire wisdom before you make your final decision and
fuse/merge with the Father Fragment within your mind/soul. Jesus taught the reincarnation of the
soul to grow in wisdom and grace. It was left out of your bible on purpose. Where is your
WISDOM? Your GRACE? Your respect for LIFE? Not much present yet anyway on this world.
Where is your love of LIFE? Missing, if its OK to have the genocide going on in the Middle East.
Being written in the Book of LIFE means making the final decision to Serve the Will of the Father
and Become LIKE him. The process of Fusion/merger with the Father Fragment makes you an
actual Son of the Father, where by before then, over the ages of wisdom attainment you were a
FAITH SON. The harvest of REAL SONS from this world is rather small, and most will be moving
on to try again elsewhere. You are not ready to graduate to the higher ways. This graduation is
EARNED.
Introduction to Christ Michael of Nebadon: [link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/22/2012 04:52 PM

OK SOMETHING IS GOING ON. THEY ARE TALKING UP JOE BIDEN LIKE CRAZY TODAY.
MIT ROMNEY AIN'T IT, AND NONE OF THE OTHERS ARE. HAVE WE JUST BEEN TOLD
BIDEN IS IT?
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/23/2012 01:41 PM

I am listening to this you tube posted on my website today. It was asked if this is a prelude to
announcements, well if so, only for this country. However, 17 minutes so far, and its providing a
nice education about freedom at any rate. I have no idea if there is any "power" in this and would
not make a statement anyway to protect folks. I have a large list of to do's today, and will listen to
it off and on when I need to sit down. Your opinions on it are welcome here after you watch it, but
please don't watch it for 5 minutes and the provide an opiinion or send me red thumbs. I didn't
make it. Thanks!
[link to www.youtube.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/25/2012 10:41 AM

well on the sunday morning abc chat show, medicare, entitlements of all sorts cannot be
"afforded" and must go, arithmetic says so. to much and not enough "money". On a world NOT
USING "MONEY", all are then entitled and all contribute according to their abilities, there is no
retirement, there is great health and well being, life is longer and fuller and everything worthy can
be afforded, as its all shared. I am so tired of the bullshit on TV. When are Americans going to
wake up. Friends I have around the world in the "better western" countries report people are not
waking up either. You will never have full FREE WILL to grow as long as money is used on this
planet. NEVER.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/25/2012 02:52 PM
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Now to all of you buying into the Neil Keenan lawsuit, here is what was on Fareed Zacharia this
morning. He talked about some new book by somebody else, that explains all the banking shit,
and how the banks are failing so that a NEW WORLD ORDER can arise.
Kloudnine
User ID: 1247165
United States
03/26/2012 01:26 AM

Are humans going to have a say in they're future?
They have been controlled.
Its not fair that they are judged on they're current nature.
Why wont heaven broadcast the truth already? ... people are
dieing for this
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/26/2012 09:25 AM

Are humans going to have a say in they're future?
They have been controlled.
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Its not fair that they are judged on they're current nature.
Why wont heaven broadcast the truth already? ... people are
dieing for this
Quoting: Kloudnine

judgement is always on the current nature. How else can it be.
Kloudnine
User ID: 1247165
United States
03/26/2012 04:05 PM

Are humans going to have a say in they're future?
They have been controlled.
Its not fair that they are judged on they're current nature.
Why wont heaven broadcast the truth already? ... people are
dieing for this
Quoting: Kloudnine

judgement is always on the current nature. How else can it be.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Take a puppy a beat it every day until it grows up to be a dog .. it will be a mean nasty dog.
If it was loved and treated with care it would be a loving creature.
Forgive me NIP but hitting the big red abort button on humanity seems like an intellectually lazy
answer to all this.
Why not force the truth to be broadcast at least for a short while so they have at least a chance to
get with the program?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 11038369
United States
03/26/2012 09:30 PM
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I am just posting this linky here to study later. Concerns something overheard on mike by which
ever Obami is traveling right now. Thread: Obama caught on mic saying "After My Election I Have
More Flexibility"
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9387895
United States
03/26/2012 11:13 PM
I am just posting this linky here to study later. Concerns something overheard on mike by which
ever Obami is traveling right now. Thread: Obama caught on mic saying "After My Election I Have
More Flexibility"
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi NIP, i remembered that there was a clone obami from star fleet, is he still on the earth?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 11038369
United States
03/27/2012 04:39 PM

I am just posting this linky here to study later. Concerns something overheard on mike by which
ever Obami is traveling right now. Thread: Obama caught on mic saying "After My Election I Have
More Flexibility"
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi NIP, i remembered that there was a clone obami from star fleet, is he still on the earth?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9387895

I would doubt it at this point, but truly I don't know and its not something we should broadcast
anyway. As to him and the others that were created and brought in.
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(:-DeeZe
User ID: 2522805
United States
03/27/2012 04:46 PM
I am just posting this linky here to study later. Concerns something overheard on mike by which
ever Obami is traveling right now. Thread: Obama caught on mic saying "After My Election I Have
More Flexibility"
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi NIP, i remembered that there was a clone obami from star fleet, is he still on the earth?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9387895

I would doubt it at this point, but truly I don't know and its not something we should broadcast
anyway. As to him and the others that were created and brought in.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hmm, if that is the case then David Wilcock wasn't totally incorrect when he said a year or so ago
something along the lines that Obama wasn't a total bad guy. (not a quote)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/29/2012 04:02 PM

On CNN they just said Russia was our biggest geopolitical foe and Romney needed to be
reminded the cold war ended 2 decades ago. What caused this statement I do not know, have
seen no news for several days now. But we never were in a cold war with Russia, that was all a
lie. Russia is however, extremely resistant to the NWO.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12902267
United States
03/29/2012 04:04 PM
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I am just posting this linky here to study later. Concerns something overheard on mike by which
ever Obami is traveling right now. Thread: Obama caught on mic saying "After My Election I Have
More Flexibility"
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi NIP, i remembered that there was a clone obami from star fleet, is he still on the earth?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9387895

I would doubt it at this point, but truly I don't know and its not something we should broadcast
anyway. As to him and the others that were created and brought in.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hmm, if that is the case then David Wilcock wasn't totally incorrect when he said a year or so ago
something along the lines that Obama wasn't a total bad guy. (not a quote)
Quoting: (:-DeeZe

He was totally incorrect, he did not know we had placed an obami lookalike, that I only saw twice.
Once with a christmas interview with Barbara Walters and the other, the giving of a military award
to a service man around the same time period.. I have never seen "Ours" on TV since.
Since prior to the DNC 2004, the american public has not seen the real Obami, and I am not yet
allowed to say who and what, the real Obami was, but he was never intended as a good guy by
his controllers.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/20/2012 12:33 AM

Re: NIP's personal political news thread.
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well this thread is for "telling stuff" or silly stuff. Here is a telling stuff, a guy named Robbins I think,
on Piers show on CNN, talking about US and money and where he places it, as a person
concerned with the US of A and then mentions spending money on WARS to PROTECT OUR
OIL.
Well Some of us have always known that the wars are about removing people and cultures in the
middle east who are living on top of 'OUR" oil. Wonder WHY they are so openly admitting it now.
How dare the natives of the Middle east sit on top of OUR OIL. Just amazing they are getting so
frank about it.
-----------------------------------------The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive
to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing on
Jesus does not cut the mustard.

A List of PROFOUND MESSAGES thru AH Telepaths.
I AM the Way, the Truth and the Life. Christ Michael Thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
abundanthope.net]
Message to Humanity PaPa Source thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
This is the Time of the Resurrection AA Michael thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com]
For Ye Lighted Ones in Knowing from Source (I) thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
The New Religion, Father Source thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to abundanthope.net]
No Other Planet Has Walked Personally with Christ Michael as YOU shall DO
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
---------------------------------------------------Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
04/20/2012 08:36 AM
Candace, what happened to your Ron Chapman thread?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
04/20/2012 09:44 AM
Candace, what happened to your Ron Chapman thread?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203
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Oh, I see it's back now. Either it was missing for a while, or the search function was missing, or
my brian was missing ...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/20/2012 09:49 AM

Candace, what happened to your Ron Chapman thread?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

Nothing, its still around. I need to look at it, I have it personal pinned and it shows a new post last
night but I have not looked yet Thread: What is MONEY, USURY, Fractional Banking Interview
NOW FINISHED with Ron Chapman Ron has done another radio show to be broadcast next
thursday according to current plans.
-----------------------------------------------The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive
to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing on
Jesus does not cut the mustard.

A List of PROFOUND MESSAGES thru AH Telepaths.
I AM the Way, the Truth and the Life. Christ Michael Thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
abundanthope.net]
Message to Humanity PaPa Source thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
This is the Time of the Resurrection AA Michael thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com]
For Ye Lighted Ones in Knowing from Source (I) thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
The New Religion, Father Source thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to abundanthope.net]
No Other Planet Has Walked Personally with Christ Michael as YOU shall DO
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
--------------------------------------------------
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 8470841
United States
05/01/2012 08:53 AM

good lordy, al cia duh is "back", via a digital storage device found on somebody insignificant in his
underwear and we have heightened security even here are DIA because its the anniversary of the
NON MURDER of Osama.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 8470841
United States
05/01/2012 09:04 AM
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well the soros funded 99% Occupy project continues, seems cornstarch, a mysterious white
powder was sent to banks or something like that. Is this whole day going to be filled with bullshit
news?
HandInGlove
User ID: 8343207
Germany
05/01/2012 09:52 AM
well one of the Obami is talking up his arse on tv right now, and just informed us that if congress
does not act, he and Joe will. Who is JOE?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

G.I. Joe. The US military.
Eggcellent
User ID: 13043121
United States
05/01/2012 10:11 AM
I just listened to some dork announce on CNN that we went into AFghanistan to get bin Ladin and
we got him!
OK we destroyed a whole country and its people to do that? And then of course we have the LIE
that they got him in PAKISTAN all these years later.
And awhile back Newt said we would build a base on the MOON and it would be an American
base. Well we shall have to see what the residents of the moon have to say about that one. We
are not very welcome there. They took out that silly thing we sent there a couple years or so ago
to prove there is "water" on it. Well there is water, there are in fact man made lakes and trees on
the surface of the moon and enough air that we only need a little more from an oxygen tank to
breathe on the surface. The folks living under the surface all the oxygen and water and plants they
need.
feel free to post any other stupid statement uttered on CNN et all here. Not really a discussion
thread, its that I have longed though I should write down some of this shit, so here's the place.
and now Obama is talking about his christian path he walks, really?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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If Obama is "walking a Christian Path", it's only so that he can find the Holy Cross and tax it. Or
burn it.
Eggcellent
User ID: 13043121
United States
05/01/2012 10:21 AM
well one of the Obami is talking up his arse on tv right now, and just informed us that if congress
does not act, he and Joe will. Who is JOE?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Biden?
Eggcellent
User ID: 13043121
United States
05/01/2012 10:46 AM
OK SOMETHING IS GOING ON. THEY ARE TALKING UP JOE BIDEN LIKE CRAZY TODAY.
MIT ROMNEY AIN'T IT, AND NONE OF THE OTHERS ARE. HAVE WE JUST BEEN TOLD
BIDEN IS IT?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Good grief!! If THAT is the goal we truly ARE in the Last Days!! I'm surprised that he is still
allowed to walk the streets as a free man. Most people don't remember (how can we with all the
stuff going on) but he PLAGIARIZED his thesis or whatever it is that he was required to do for his
degree. It's out there somewhere. It came out when he was a Senator, and the reaction was
basically "Hrumph hrumph, well, he was qualified for the degree, he just didn't have time to do his
own work for submission" etc. A slap in the face for all of the REST of the Americans who did their
own research and processing in order to earn their degrees!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/08/2012 10:42 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation Re: NIP's personal political news thread.
My Dearly Beloved Children of the Light,
I AM Papa Source as you like to call me.

It pleases me greatly to address you so close to the unification of your Beloved Planet whom you
and My Creator Son Michael of Nebadon call Mother Earth, to the rest of the Galaxy. What was
not possible before, much to our regret, is changing as we speak. Powerful lessons have been
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learned by THOSE WHO KNOW and a basis for much stronger and efficient leadership in the
cycles ahead have been accomplished. In perfect cooperation and union with Me, Your Sovereign
has taken his daring plan and allowed it to unfold against all odds.
If He has taught you anything, it is not to look at the odds, but to stay the course in rock solid
knowledge and trust that Light will never be overcome due to its Essence, being the Building
Stones of Everything. Appearances otherwise are but that, illusions and appearances and My
Creator Son Christ Michael of Nebadon understood that perfectly well, and never waived nor
stepped back.
The results already show, even though you are still '' waiting '' , I have no idea why, as Life must
be LIVED and LIVING through the Supreme Intelligent Power is experiencing everything to the
fullest, in alignment with THE WAY, THE TRUTH AND THE ETERNAL LIFE, remember ?
Be overjoyed you who are reading this text, what means you are in the knowing and on the path
up and onwards, unless you are only reading to find holes in what I say and use it to your own
advantage. To you I say : To no avail, My Child, have you tried all this time. To you I say again :
To no avail, My Child, will you succeed ever again in finding fault in what is the Way, The Truth
and Eternal Life.
So why keep running uphill, and fighting against My Creator Son when you already know, YOU
ARE GOING NOWHERE, EXCEPT WHERE HE ALLOWS YOU TO GO. The dice have been
rolled in vain, since Light does not work by chance. We gamble not, My Child. We Create and
allow to Co-Create those who choose freely to work with Us, as they look forward and keep in
mind it is not just about themselves, but about the Well Being of others, what keeps everything
going and growing. Not the selfish way you walked.
Elas, WE CARRY ON, WE SAIL INTO THE SUNSET, AND SETTING THE SUN SHALL DO IN A
MOST PECULIAR WAY, so that ALL can see and know, not your path but OUR WAY IT WILL BE.
Many messengers have explained, time after time, what plans are unfolding, what decisions have
been made, what our Love and Light is doing to make work again, what you prevented by all
means, but no means strong enough to change what is ETERNAL AND INFINITE.
These I would like to be the very last of my thoughts before all TRANSFORMS and turns for the
Better, for the Light, for the Love, for the Truth, for the many New Universes that are awaiting to
be CO-CREATED AND LIVED AND ENJOYED :
I LOVE YOU ALL, SO DOES MY SON CHRIST MICHAEL OF NEBADON THROUGH ME AND
THROUGH YOU, COME REST AT MY BOSOM WHEN YOU MAKE YOUR WAY UP AND
ONWARDS. I CARE TO SEE YOU FROM HENCE YOU WENT FORTH, AS I WELCOME YOU
BACK HOME. NOTHING PLEASES ME MORE. THE HOUR HAS PASSED, SO YOU ARE ON
BORROWED TIME. NEVER TOO LATE, BUT WHAT MUST BE, MUST BE NOW AND ON THE
EVE OF HIS SECOND COMING BEWARE AND BE SURE WHERE YOU STAND. THERE IS NO
ESCAPE, NO PLACE TO HIDE NOR RUN FOR THE HEAVENLY REALM KNOWS ALL INSIDE
OUT AS WE ARE ALL INSIDE OUT, BUT THROUGH LOVE AND LIGHT AND TRUTH.
Let my Son Christ Michael now call forth the hour for all to see and know. May you find Many
Blessings on your journey in accordance with what you rightfully deserve as We Love you Above
and Beyond. So Be It.
Papa Source, I AM.
Love and Light,
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[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/17/2012 08:15 PM
Hi folks,
I know its been a while since I last posted anything anywhere, especially any meditation reports.
There is a good reason for that; the need for me to work out some very heavily unresolved
emotional issues from my past As my guide Laoshi put it: "You cant seriously expect to convince anyone to have a bath when
you yourself stink like a Tibetan yak, can you?!"
He has a lovely way with words, my Laoshi does.....Good point he's got there! Anyway, all is a lot
better now, and so Im back.
I had asked Mama Maria a couple of weeks ago, due to one of my many pangs of impatience,
about the 3DD. She had told me this:
"Do not ask IF its going to happen. Ask what YOU will do WHEN it happens. Are YOU ready for
it? If you say you are, then you certainly are NOT. Ask yourself: when you are about to sit for an
exam, can you truly say that you are perfectly ready for it? No. One can only keep on maintaining
the process of readiness as much as possible until the event occurs.
Realise this. The event is occurring as we speak; and when it does happen, even the most
knowledgeable of the so-called "Lightworkers" will not know how to act IF they have not worked
out their spiritual and other issues from this present lifetime. Many people will have to assess if
they have been just idling time away waiting for events to occur - yes, one MAY look at this as an
indirect form of service to self - or if they have been helping others in some manner to alleviate
suffering and pain; being of service to others in some way or form. You will see when the time
comes, that quite a few of the former will have to face a judgement of their own making - of their
errant thoughts and actions, against themselves, by themselves - and they will also have to
account for having mislead many who should have been rightly guided by them."
At that time, when I asked if I should put this on the site, she told me not to do this. She said that
this was because those who were going to listen were already hooked up to their Higher selves
and were busy preparing themselves by assisting those who came their way in whatever capacity
was needed of them. Others, who were not going to listen, would not bother with the material
anyway, and carry on doing as they have been doing. These would to be awakened by their own
Higher Selves, guides and angelic guardians when the time was right.
I am assured by her today that it is the right time to put that message up. So, I am including it
here.
OK. This morning, I was just finishing my meditation as per CM's latest directive, when Mama
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Maria came to speak to me. When we had finished talking - and most of it was either personal
stuff or that to do with my spiritual path - I told her my intention of resuming my postings on the AH
forum website. I asked her if there was anything wanted me to put there. She affirmed that there
was. Please - like I usually say - use your spiritual discernment. Take what resonates, leave what
does not. Anyway, this is what was said to me:
"My dearest children, I have warned many on this planet, for many years, about this time of
darkness. Yet, many have refused to listen. Some have listened, but not heard. Only a very
handful have truly believed. Now, I say to you: Be aware, now. Be vigilant, now. Now is the time to
assume responsibility; to be a anchor for the passengers on a ship in the middle of this awaited
maelstrom. The storm will be felt to be terrible, even though it will rage on in both darkness and
light; for the predicted three days and longer. In this darkness, it will seem as if there is no horizon
on which to fix one's gaze.
In this darkness, too, one will not be able to make out who is friend nor who is foe, who is family
and who is stranger. For many, it will be a testing "night of the Soul"; a time when they are being
forced to evaluate the validity of all that they have held dear for such a long time. It has already
started, my children. This is why all around you many are unable to function as they once used to
and are acting irrationally and totally "out of character". I say to you all: Look inwards. Look
deeply. Be at one with your I AM. Attune to He who you call Christ Michael, the One who is as
your Father. You will be guided at this time by Him, by your spiritual guides and your guardians.
Less words. More action. That is what is needed. That is what is been commanded by the Father
Creator, the Source of All. That is what is being done by your beloved Christ Michael.
So, my dearest children, lift your spirits. Let happiness shine out of your souls in this coming
darkness. Be the beacon of Divine Light that you are. Let your smiles decorate the unveiling of the
"New" Earth with Divine Love and Light! We will all meet again, aboard our vehicle, which you
should know quite well by now - even if you do not consciously remember it. My Love will remain
with you all no matter where you decide to go after this event is through."
Well, as for the meditation report: I received no visuals. Just a sense of unbounded happiness,
overwhelming love and joy emanating from Mama Gaia. Apart from this, there is currently nothing
more to report.
See you all soon.
Love and Light,
T

Candace: Beloveds, just to update a bit, those watching the sun should be noticing something.
Some of us here have friends noticing the sun but with no clue as to why its not so bright. I can
now gaze it for a short time at high noon without any pain or eye protection, its dulled that much
but I still don't want to gaze for a long period. Takes about only 5 seconds for me to discern the
disk (not the craft) now. We have completely clear sky above right now, no chemtrails, no haze,
and its NOT as bright and sunny as it should be, the feel is sort of like the sun being behind thin
clouds. It is as I post this, 1 hour or less from solar noon.

[link to abundanthope.net]
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This is an AH telepath piece. It may be posted anywhere freely but may not be modified in any
way and the Linky back must be included. If you cannot post it in its entirety, be sure to state that,
and again, put the linky back to here. The Linky IS above.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/20/2012 12:02 AM
BROADCAST CH1.3
Posted on October 18, 2012
WE
were going to say
please
but now ask you to remember what
YOU
mean
when
YOU
say
‘please’
and saying that WE strongly suggest….
doesn’t seem to matter to you
so
let US put this
in more colloquial terms………
SIGN THE FUCKING PAPERS!!!!
IT’S NOT LIKE WE’RE TELLING YOU TO SIGN IN BLOOD
THOUGH YOU SEEM TO BE USED TO THAT
AND ACTUALLY LIKE DOING IT
WHEN IT COMES TO
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OTHER THINGS
SO
SIGN
NOW
IF YOU DO NOT SIGN
WE WILL BLOODLESSLY TAKE YOU
AND DEAL WITH YOU THAT MUCH SOONER
AND HARSHER
WE MIGHT ADD
AND FIND SOMEONE WHO WILL SIGN
AND IF NONE OF YOU ASSHOLES ARE WILLING
BE ADVISED
WE REALLY DON’T NEED YOU TO SIGN ANYTHING
TO GET THE JOB DONE
AND WOULD ACTUALLY LIKE
TO SKIP THIS PART
AND GET RIGHT TO IT…..

THIS WAS FOR YOUR SAKE
NOT OURS
IF YOU CANNOT APPRECIATE THAT
THEN GET OUT OF THE WAY
OF YOUR OWN FREEWILL AND ACCORD
OR LOSE BOTH
AND BE REMOVED FROM THE PICTURE AND PLAY
OR THE BOARD
OR THE ROOM
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OR THE PLANET
OR THE UNIVERSE
WE WILL STAY ON OUR SCHEDULE
NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO
OR HOW YOU TRY TO STALL
WITH THIS ENDLESS BALLYHOO
OF WORDS IN CONJECTURE
AND CROCODILE TEARS…..
you do understand
don’t you
that it is no longer up to you anymore
even in perception
the choice is no longer yours to make
only the act to do
which is for your benefit….
in the words of our friend…….
YOU HAVE UNTIL YESTERDAY TO COMPLY.

All writings by members of AbundantHope are copyrighted by
©2005-2012 AbundantHope - All rights reserved
Detailed explanation of AbundantHope's Copyrights are found here
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
10/21/2012 10:51 PM
Oct 21, 2012 - Those "Papers"
Beloved Readers of AH, and those other ones of interest, the most important of those we needed
to sign the "fucking Papers already," did so, and we proceed with the next step. That is all for now.
Michael of Nebadon.
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
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PREPARE FOR DIVINE IGNITION
Seraphin through Rosie, 22nd October 2012
Dearest Children of Light: HOW ARE YOU GOING TO ADJUST TO THE GREATEST LIGHT OF
ALL, WHICH IS THE DIVINE SPARK IN YOURSELVES?
We wonder whether you are ready for the DIVINE IGNITION, for the rapid take-off into new
realms, locations and responsibilities, liasing with strangers and beings you have never seen
before, discussing concepts beyond your wildest dreams and imagination. How ready are you to
LEAVE EVERYTHING BEHIND (SO THAT YOU CAN GAIN ALL), to clear your minds of all
rubble, of past hurts and of misconceptions, of supposed injuries and of lost opportunities, for you
will see that they have all led perfectly to this moment.
How ready are you to expand your perspectives, to see each other AND YOURSELVES as
perfect vessels for the conveyance of the perfect message, which is YOUR GOD IS HERE
WITHIN YOU AND WITHOUT YOU. How prepared are you to act as an inspiration to multitudes?
How quickly can you react to address a problem, or redirect a situation so that it is IN DIVINE
ALIGNMENT?
As warriors of light your shields must be strong. Your swords are your strength and determination,
tempered by the compassion of your heart. Is your WISDOM ready to shine? Are you KING over
your emotions? Do you rest in a place of calm and confident stillness?
We will support you, but you must enter the fray alone, armed with your devotion, your concern,
your love for your fellow man. Do not linger or hesitate due to thoughts of unworthiness or how
you may appear to others, but LIVE YOUR TRUTH. ACT IN A WAY WHICH EVOKES RESPECT.
WALK IN LOVE.
For the path which YOU, inhabitants of beloved planet earth, are about to embark upon AND
INDEED INITIATE, is not easy. You will require courage and determination. You will have to deal
with losses and focus your gaze on the horizon, knowing that your contribution is significant for
the birth of a new genre of life here on earth, and knowing that you have chosen this path FOR
THE GLORY OF THIS PATH.
We say PREPARE IN ALL SERIOUSNESS, for today and every day, so that you can better serve
and better enjoy the sweetness of serving.
Again we say PREPARE,
We love you, Seraphin.
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
[link to abundanthope.net]
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For more messages from Seraphin in English and in other languages see [link to www.rosiejackson.de]
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PREPARE FOR DIVINE IGNITION
Seraphin through Rosie, 22nd October 2012
Dearest Children of Light: HOW ARE YOU GOING TO ADJUST TO THE GREATEST LIGHT OF
ALL, WHICH IS THE DIVINE SPARK IN YOURSELVES?
We wonder whether you are ready for the DIVINE IGNITION, for the rapid take-off into new
realms, locations and responsibilities, liasing with strangers and beings you have never seen
before, discussing concepts beyond your wildest dreams and imagination. How ready are you to
LEAVE EVERYTHING BEHIND (SO THAT YOU CAN GAIN ALL), to clear your minds of all
rubble, of past hurts and of misconceptions, of supposed injuries and of lost opportunities, for you
will see that they have all led perfectly to this moment.
How ready are you to expand your perspectives, to see each other AND YOURSELVES as
perfect vessels for the conveyance of the perfect message, which is YOUR GOD IS HERE
WITHIN YOU AND WITHOUT YOU. How prepared are you to act as an inspiration to multitudes?
How quickly can you react to address a problem, or redirect a situation so that it is IN DIVINE
ALIGNMENT?
As warriors of light your shields must be strong. Your swords are your strength and determination,
tempered by the compassion of your heart. Is your WISDOM ready to shine? Are you KING over
your emotions? Do you rest in a place of calm and confident stillness?
We will support you, but you must enter the fray alone, armed with your devotion, your concern,
your love for your fellow man. Do not linger or hesitate due to thoughts of unworthiness or how
you may appear to others, but LIVE YOUR TRUTH. ACT IN A WAY WHICH EVOKES RESPECT.
WALK IN LOVE.
For the path which YOU, inhabitants of beloved planet earth, are about to embark upon AND
INDEED INITIATE, is not easy. You will require courage and determination. You will have to deal
with losses and focus your gaze on the horizon, knowing that your contribution is significant for
the birth of a new genre of life here on earth, and knowing that you have chosen this path FOR
THE GLORY OF THIS PATH.
We say PREPARE IN ALL SERIOUSNESS, for today and every day, so that you can better serve
and better enjoy the sweetness of serving.
Again we say PREPARE,
We love you, Seraphin.
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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Oct 23, 2012 - That One----The ONE Signed today. I am in Joy.
Michael of Nebadon.

[link to www.abundanthope.net]
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United States
10/24/2012 11:06 PM
(Started 10 October)
SELF-RELIANCE
Tonight there are several things to discuss. The first I would like to address is the question of selfreliance. This is the state of relying upon one’s inner Self and compass for guidance. In the
coming days, working with self-reliance will be crucial and is most definitely a prerequisite to your
success.
How do you know when you are in a state of self-reliance? The voices, thoughts, opinions and
even objections of others are all filtered through your own inner self first. And before you formulate
your response and your own opinion on a matter or situation. Then you will know exactly what
feels right to you and be able to accurately express this. Once you are able to do this, you will be
in a greatly clarified position. And one which is easily able to detect manipulations – the subtle and
overt varieties – in your world. It is up to each one of you reading these words to work on
achieving this very important state of being. It is a passport, if you like, to raising your
consciousness. For your world has been so shrouded for so long in mire and darkness that the
truth of all things, including yourselves, is that far removed from you.
ENERGETIC STABILITY WITHIN
Now, I would like to move on to the issue of energetic stability within. What do I mean when I say
this? Energetic stability is the manner and means in which you are able to access higher
dimensions, yourselves and be in a position to properly discern the world around you. And yes, it
is much interlinked with the above on self-relliance.
Everything is connected with everything else – this you know. But if we, for the sake of this writing,
look at energetic stability separately, we would see it as a means of achieving through being
anchored in your own personal field. And how do you achieve such?
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One of the ways to do this is by becoming increasingly aware of the emanations of others, your
world and mostly, yourselves. By emanations, I mean the emotional and psychic frequency of
others. The idea being that you will then learn to separate yourselves from their emanations. For
many find themselves unknowingly succumbing to that which does not belong to them. Thus
leading to all sorts of jarring in the field. In turn, this becomes a major cause of energetic instability
in you ones. And, it is spread, like some contagion, with great consistency.
Being energetically stable is being properly and truly anchored to your own bodies and the earth.
Many try to achieve this by the external practice of a ritual, expecting this alone will produce the
same results. It will not, as energetic stability cannot be got under control by the discipline of the
mind and will alone, but by a process of engaging all of yourself and your awareness in the task.
19 October (cont…)
SCRUTINY
Next I wish to address the question of scrutiny. Let us look at this topic now. Scrutiny is not
something many on your surface world desire. It is perceived often as being something one
should turn away from. As if the very results it brings may frighten the enquirer into a stupefaction.
Or worse. Force the enquirer into a new state of awareness from which there may be no return.
Therefore, to the average person on your planet, holding anything (subject or issue) up to the light
of scrutiny is not a comfortable concept.
Yet, in order for the soul to progress and development within the form to be made, scrutiny of both
one’s external world and one’s interior one are essential to this kind of development. How are we
then to break through such barriers and make the subject of scrutiny one which is more palatable
to ourselves and the masses?
Indeed. What those who are desirous of progress ought to do is to first get to a comfortable level
with the very things that bring you some level of discomfort. As soon as you feel the discomfort,
the alarm bells that will ring as a defence mechanism will be an indication your are travelling on
the right road. Getting comfortable and relaxed around scrutinizing subjects or issues, or indeed
oneself, is a process – not any kind of overnight success story. As with the growing of all aspects
of consciousness.
Once you have broken the barrier of making the first tentative steps towards familiarity with
scrutinizing something and exercising your mind muscle, as it were, you will have cracked through
an important aspect of the Self; welcomed in a portion of it. And in so doing, invite more
opportunities in for further scrutiny. You will have succeeded in breaking through the fear that has
locked the ability to scrutinize away from yourselves.
HIGHER SELF NON-COMPLIANCE/ALIGNMENT
Next I would like to address the issue of non-compliance with the Higher Self. Now, here we have
a dichotomy. On the one hand, the state of non-compliance is one which results in being out of
alignment with your Higher Selves wishes for the life. On the other, we have very much the
universal law of free will allowing exactly such on this free will planet, which is respected and
honoured at all times. The dichotomy rests in the fact that while you are here to enjoy a free will
experience, your objective is to also do the will of your Higher Self in order for the progress of
yourselves at the eternal level.
So this is something of a conundrum and the reason why so many wished for the earth
experience in the first place. There is no greater school in the universe. This is known far and
wide.
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In order to obtain the maximum out of both in the most constructive manner, it is necessary to
constantly be evaluating where you are and who you are. Neither of which most of your population
are inspired to do. In fact, this couldn’t be further from the minds of most.
So what is the solution to providing this balance for yourselves?
You could start by testing yourselves daily to see if you are on the ‘right’ path. But being on the
‘right’ path first denotes that there is more than one path possibility in your internal and external
lives and that you do have a choice as to which road you go down.
Not unlike choosing which ice cream flavours at a parlour you may wish to taste. Each has its own
unique flavour, but perhaps certain ingredients or flavours in some will agree more or less with
your physiology than others.
The easiest way, then, to discern and find balance in this conundrum is to ask for guidance from
your Higher Self and then to LISTEN and take ACTION when the opportunities subsequently
presents. This is the difficult part for most that eludes many. This could be anything from a simple
(or not so simple) changing of a mental attitude and making a new inner choice to a decision that
is more obvious as a change in the life. The subtlety of the workings of all this in a very base world
like yours is an enormous challenge.
You can muscle test these for answers, work with a pendulum or other secure means if you feel
less assured of your ability to discern within and hear your inner voice clearly on such matters.
I AM Monjoronson wishing you well in your preparations and regarding you all most highly.
www.goldsalchemy.blogspot.com

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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UNIFIED GROUP MESSAGE FROM FLEET

This is a message from the whole fleet as one.

The time is arriving that the dark has dreaded and that you and we, together, have not just hoped
for, but have worked long and hard to achieve. During the course of time between what was and
what will be, will be given to you three days of an opportunity to come to the final decision's of
your lives.
To serve the will of The One, alone and as it is manifest in His Michael Sons and the Lords of the
superuniverses, is the worthiest endeavor that any faith child of Creator Source can undertake.
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The path to perfection is fraught with delights and terrors that all together, in the end=moment that
you stand on the verge of fulfilling your goal, gains you the ultimate and supreme appreciation of
the mind of the Paradise Father in the preparation that He has so meticulously laid out for each
and every individual free-will, ascending, intelligent faith child of the realm of time and space. We
all have our own unique paths to perfection that is just as different as our personalities are from
each other, yet we learn to come together as one in the cause of supreme family to aid and assist
each other for the sake of each in love and devotion to the One that created and creates all things
through Himself and shares of His Self with all that all may return to Him in perfection as creatures
of eternal and infinite light, life and love.
The discipline of true liberty is the freedom that we all seek that must be earned in order to fully
comprehend and agree with and in The Fathers Will, is not always easy nor so full of hardship that
it becomes unendurable. The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom, but the love of God is the
active wisdom that evolves from knowledgeable use. That knowledge can only come from
knowing one’s self and knowing God and find them both in each other. It is in the actualization of
the inherent values found in that, which automatically binds and bonds all things together as one
in The One so that we may not only truthfully say, but truthfully live in being each other, with each
other, for the sake of each other.
You have a saying…all for one and one for all, and this is truly our way of life in the Father and
Source of all things as He is The One, as He is One, so say we all: All for One and One for All!
It is in this spirit of shared love and devotion that we prepare to meet and be reunited with all of
you, that we may reconnect and share the God in all of us as one. We ask that you look forward to
meeting us with the same love, peace and joy that we have as we look forward to meeting you.
Much is about to change on your world. Your freedom and abundance and true knowledge are at
hand. Give thanks and praise to Creator Source, The Paradise Trinity, Lord Siraya, and Christ
Michael Aton for all that has been done and is being done and will be done; and for all that has
been given, is being given and will be given, in experience.it is all God. IT IS GOD! There is no
other thing existing and IT is what we are and we are all part of What IT Is.
Behold! A new and greater life of understanding is upon you! Be in Joy and be one in joy!
We are you family in the great adventure of Life in God…..and soon, we shall embrace each
other, face to face, in love and light, as together, we shall now journey forward and upwards to our
promised perfection!
[link to abundanthope.net]
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INVITATION TO THE GRAND FINALE
My Dearly Beloved Children of the Light,
I AM Papa Source.
I will keep this short and sweet My Beloveds.
A while ago I left you the news that My Son Christ Michael of Nebadon could call forth the hour for
all to see. I come to confirm and announce THAT HAS BEEN CALLED FORTH NOW.
As you read through another already, WE DO WELCOME YOU PER NOTICE AND INVITATION
TO THE GRAND FINALE. As My Creator Son, Christ Michael already told this scribe this morning
that all orders had gone out to curfew and curtail those who thought to harm others upon the first
sign of a darkening Sun, now I come to confirm that and further insist : YOUR HOMECOMING IS
BEEN PREPARED, READIED AT FULL AND AWAITING YOU. It might not be palaces yet, but
you sure will know the difference with your present situations when all comes to pass.
Enjoy the sun in its full glory as you will wish you did, when it is not the case for a very short while.
Make sure your Inner Battery is full of Divine Light, so you can shine in the darkness since
although only for a short while, but Light Houses will be in great demand. May all Blessings be
upon you as you deserve and be happy to know, WE ARE GOING DARK SHORTLY, when the
notice has served its purpose in full.
Again, I love you ALL, as does my Son, Your Sovereign and may our Blessings Be Upon You All
as much as you can take by your own merit.
Papa Source, I AM.
Love and Light,
Johan

[link to abundanthope.net]
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